a‘Round The Traps’
DRY START, LATE RAINS!
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Visit www.fertitech.com

MOISTURE - TEMPERATURE - TIMING

GROWING IN WINTER
DIRECT VIA THE LEAF
WINTER SOLSTICE
Sun. 21-06-19
Shortest Day – Longest
Night

ENERGY = RESULTS “Plants Physiology” is no Different
Ferti-Tech’s point of difference has come about over the past 20 years developing Technology in Liquid
Fertiliser to listen to Nature. To harness complexing of growth elements to manipulate plant
performance.

LEAF TESTING

All YIELD POTENTIAL is decided EARLY ON

Farmer Controls
Water Controls

Leaf & Sap Tests are the
analysis tools along with our
Infield Meters to help a
farmer see what irregular
seasonal conditions have or
have not done for Fertiliser
Efficiency Uptake. This
Knowledge allows farmers to
make better decisions on
Rate & Form of any inputs.
All dependent on Rain

JUNE 2020 WITH A “POST LOCKDOWN” HANGOVER
Confusion of Rainfall seems to be an issue. The Guys who got it early or late or
those with none; bar a couple of Mil. The neighbour up the road 20 Mil and me 4
Mil and it never seems to be at the right time! Then there is that Wind filing
furrows in! In our travels the common denominator is a need to capitalise on a
shortened window time frame. Improve opportunity to get maximum growthtillers or fat cabbage happening ASAP. Thankfully, soil temperature has held up,
however soil applied granule fertiliser takes time to mineralise in the soil that is, if
there is Soil Moisture and Active Biology which then has to process it “Which
Again Takes Time”. Poor Soil Moisture makes the uptake task even poorer,
BANG FOR BUCK SUFFERS.
For years now Ferti-Tech’s CSA programs have utilised liquids to directly
influence the Xylem of the plant to speed up growth but it still needs rain. At least
now the energy is directly within the plant to increase the growth time into colder
slower winter days. The additional benefit is to embed Sync Nutrition in the Stem
for faster response when the warmer Spring days arrive.
That’s Dollar Generation Efficiency if we work with Natures System and
Plants Natural Physiology
Refer to our webpage for more info!

